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0. INTRODUCTION
Let rc be a finite-projective plane. Then a (k; n)-arc  is a set K of k points
of IC such that no more than n of them are collinear. K is said to be complete
if K is not properly contained in any other (k; n)-arc.  In accordance with the
standard notation the order of R is denoted by q (whether or not q is a prime
power). In his paper [l] where such arcs are studied Barlotti points out that
k < nq + n - q. If k = nq + n - q, then K is called maximal. These maximal
arcs have been extensively studied in [3,  71, and in more recent papers of
Hill and Mason [4]  and Wilson [6].  In (21 Barnabei et al. obtain a lower
bound for the cardinality of a complete {k; q}-arc  in a plane of order q*.
Their proof is ingenious but intricate. In this note we shall generalize that
main result of [2]  and our proof is considerably less complicated. We also
obtain a characterization of Baer subplanes as complete {k; q + 1 }-arcs of
minimum cardinality in a plane of order q*.
In this section K is a complete {k; n)-arc  in a projective plane rr  of
order q2.  If t is any nonnegative integer, then a t-line or line of strength t
means a line of 72 containing exactly t points of K. A line of K is a line of
strength n. The total number of lines of K is denoted by 6. The valence of a
point P of rr  means the number of lines of K through P. The maximum
valence of any point of K is denoted by y.
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Assumption A. In the hypotheses of results 1.1-1.4 we shall assume also
that n<q  and that k<(n-  l)(q+2).
LEMMA 1.1. Let a point P of K lie on at least one line of K. Then there
exists a l-line x through P.
Proof. Suppose not. Then k > n + q2.  Since n < q this contradicts k <
(n  - lk  + 2).
Now since K is complete each point of x not in K lies on at least one line
of K. This yields
COROLLARY 1.2. b>q2  + y.
LEMMA 1.3. y>  q.
ProojI Let Z denote the set of incidences of points of K with lines of K.
Thenfrom  l.2,]Z]>(y+q2)n.Ifweassumey<q-1  weobtain]Z]<k,r<
k(q - 1). Thus k(q - 1) > (y  + q2)n  > (q2  - l)n,  since y > 0. Then k  >
(q + 1)n  > (n - l)(q + 2) since n < q + 2. But th i s contradicts
Assumption A.
Next, using the fact that y > q and arguing as in Lemma 1.3 we get y >
q + 1. If y > q + 1, however, then k > (q + 2)(n - 1) + 1 contradicting
Assumption A. So we get
LEMMA 1.4. y=q+  1.
We shall now come to one of our main results which generalizes 12,
Theorem 21 when n = q.
THEOREM 1.5. Let K be any complete (k; n)-arc in a finite-projective
plane of order q2.  Assume n < q. Then k > (n - l)(q + 2) + 1.
ProoJ Assume that k < (n - l)(q + 2) with n < q. Then by 1.2 and 1.4
the total number of lines b of K satisfies b = q2  + q + 8, where 0 > 1. As
before let Z denote the set of incidences of points of K with lines of K. Then
/I]  = (q2  + q + t9)n. Using Lemma 1.4 let P be a point of K having valence
q+ 1. Then k=(q+ l)(n- 1)+ 1 +R, say where, by hypothesis, O<R<
n-2.Eachofthe(q+l)(n-l)+l=qn-q+npointsofKlyingonthe
q + 1 lines of K on P are each incident with at most q + 1 lines of K. Thus
] I] < (qn - q + n)(q + 1) + H, where H measures the contribution to 111 from
the remaining R points of K. Since n  < q, (qn - q + n)(q + 1) < (q2  + q)n.
Thus (II  < (q2  + q)n + H.
We shall estimate H. Each of the R points is joined to P by some line A  of
7~. Let the points of K on 1 apart from P be denoted by P,, P, ,..., P,; Q,,
Q z ,..., Q,, where the valence of Pi  is ai > 1, 1 < i ,< s  and the valence of Qi is
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0, 1 < i < t. Since K is complete each point of 1 not in K lies on at least one
l ine  ofK.  T h u s  (q+1)+~,.+csaif(q2-s-t)~q2+qfB.  T h u s ,
CI(i(s  11a.<8+s+t-1=(8-l)+(s+t).Summingoveralllinessuchas
A we get H< R + (f?-  l)R = OR. Thus lZl<  (q2 + q)n + BR.  Now /I( =
(q2 + q + 0)n. Since 19 > 0 this yields R > n, a contradiction. This proves
Theorem 1.4.
Theorem 1.4 handles the case n < q. Let us examine the case n = q + 1.
THEOREM 1.6. Let K be any complete {k; q t 1 }-arc in a Jinite-projective
planexoforderq2. Thenk>q2+qt1.Zfk=q2+qt1,thenthepoints
of K are the points of a subplane  7c,, of 71  of order q.
Proof Let us assume that k < q2 t q2 + 1 since in the contrary case
there is nothing to prove. We shall first show that y > q t 1. Let P be a point
of K whose valence is at least one. If there exists a l-line s on P, then as in
Corollary 1.2, b > q2 t 1. Counting incidences Z as in Lemma 1.3 we get
(q2 + q + 1)~ > (q2 + l)(q t 1). Thus y > q + 1. Suppose there is no l-line
on P. Then since k ,< q* + q + 1 there exists a 2-line t on P. Since K is
complete each point of t not in K is on at least one line of K. Thus b > q*.
Counting incidences Z we get q2(q t 1) < )I)  < (q2 + q t 1) y. Thus y > q.
Let Q be a point of maximum valence y 2 q. Since k < q2  + q  + 1 there must
now be a l-line on Q. Arguing as in the beginning of this proof we get that
always y>qt 1. Since k<q’+qt 1 we have y=q+ 1. Let R be any
point of valence q t 1. Since k < q2 + q t 1 each point of K lies on a line of
K through R and, in fact, k = q2  t q  + 1. Also by taking a l-line s on R we
get b > q2  t q  + 1. By counting 1 we see that b = q2  + q t 1 and that each
point of K lies on exactly q + 1 lines of K. Thus any 2 points of K lie on a
unique line of K. The theorem now follows from Pedoe 15, p. 871.
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